


MULTI-SENSORY LEARNING 

VOCABULARY PROGRESSION THROUGH THE STRUCTURED PROGRAMME 

LEVEL 4 Module 19 
(High frequency words in bold) 

.......... continuation 

94. -ciao

musician 
(sh'n) unv. 

95. -ar

burglar 
(er) unstressed 

optician musician magician 

technician tactician politician 

electrician physician 

mathematician statistician Grecian 

collar dollar cellar pillar 

caterpillar altar calendar cedar 

nectar mortar vicar beggar 

burglar scholar liar grammar 

vinegar 

solar polar lunar stellar molar 

jugular regular popular 
singular circular irregular 

angular muscular insular 
granular nebular rectangular 

spectacular particular jocular 

vulgar similar familiar 
peculiar cheddar 

*She turned out to be a great musician.
*The technician managed to mend the

computer. 
*They booked a magician for her fifth

birthday. 
*! 've made an appointment to see the 

optician. 
*The politicians and statisticians got

together to discuss the problem. 
*Since she was small she has always

wanted to be a beautician. 
*We had to have an electrician to look at

our wiring. 
*He wants to be a physician or a

mathematician when he .e-rows uv. 
*!don't particularly like sugary things. 
*An American gave the beggar ten dollars.
*The scholar was a very popular person.
*The solar eclipse was a spectacular sight.
*ls French grammar similar to Spanish

grammar? 
*The cellar was full of wine that tasted like

vinegar. 
*! found a caterpillar on a leaf of the old 

cedar tree. 
*The vicar was afamiliarfigure in the

village. 
* A burglar stole the silver candles from the

altar. 
*ls a calendar month the same as a lunar

month? 
*The polar bear walked round the pillar of

ice. 
*Inside the large rectangular box was a

smaller, circular one. 

Further high frequency words which pupils should be familiar with by now: 

Irregular word: 
beautician 

Irregular word: 
sugar 

Within structure: cheque revision television persuasion explosion confusion conclusion tension pension 

comprehension diversion admission depression collar calendar vicar liar regular popular particular similar 

familiar 

Extra to learn: sugar 

Pupils must have completed Module 19 Revision Activities, and be confident in using Star Skills up to 95 before moving on. 

Teacher's notes: 
*Please use structured vocabulary lists to devise further reading and writing activities appropriate to the pupil's needs.

*Please remember to reinforce and build on vocabulary and skills previous to the pupil's current Star Skill position.
*Each pupil must continue to practise reading material out of structure but attention and great praise
must be given to the correct response when tackling skills already covered!

N.B. 

As the MSL Structured Literacy Programme progresses, so an increasing number of words become available.
Please use your discretion and expertise to select the most useful and appropriate vocabulary for each individual 
pupil's needs. 
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